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AIHA Contributes to Indoor Air Conference 2011
FAIRFAX, VA – February 22, 2011 -- The American Industrial Hygiene Association® is a proud Bronze
Oak level sponsor of the 2011 Indoor Air Conference. The conference takes place in Austin, Texas on
June 5 - 10 and will exhibit the latest in indoor air (IAQ) technology and monitoring. The Indoor Air
Conference will showcase paper submissions from 85 countries to over 1,100 attendees. Additional
Indoor Air 2011 conference happenings include featured speaker J. Craig Venter and the release of the
results to a recent NSF study on indoor air. Nearly one quarter of AIHA members specialize in IAQ
assessments, prompting our association to recognize and promote the importance of such an event. The
collaboration of industry thought leaders and advances in IAQ technology produce results which are
echoed throughout the profession. AIHA encourages the type collaborative learning and idea sharing
which will be exhibited at the Indoor Air Conference. These learning endeavors are central to those AIHA
members involved in Indoor Environmental Quality, and our mission at-large.
For more information on the Indoor Air Conference, please visit http://www.indoorair2011.org/ or call
Cath Polito at (512) 659-1015.
For information on AIHA’s Indoor Environmental Quality volunteer group, please visit
http://www.aiha.org/insideaiha/volunteergroups/Pages/IEQ.aspx?highlighting=IEQ
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